
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of developer /
architect. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for developer / architect

Advises on systems analysis and software development activities, including,
but not limited to
Design and implement long-term strategic goals and short-term tactical plans
for creating, managing, and maintaining corporate systems and software
Provide technical expertise, direction, and assistance to Systems Analysts,
Systems Engineers, other Systems Architects, and software development
teams
Maintain and extend software development coding standards – including but
not limited to naming standards, documentation standards, and design
pattern recommendations
Conduct code reviews to insure software developers are following
recommended coding practices and adhering to coding standards
Maintain source control and develop branching and merging strategies to
control code promotion and effectively segregate development, test, and
production environments
Provide guidance to other members of the team
Function as part of a high performing team during technical implementations
of Salesforce.com or other Software-as-a-Service applications to finalize
architecture specifications, and create designs as they relate to customization
and/or integration of Front Office and eCommerce systems
Lead technical design sessions and recommend best practices, alternate
choices, and trade-offs
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Qualifications for developer / architect

Understanding of RESTful web services and best practices for optimizing web
services and other integration systems for mobility
Keep up with the latest QA and/or Agile methodologies
Help teams and individuals design a sound software testing strategy and
work with developers and QA engineers from the architecture governance
perspective during construction phase
Understand the Application / Platform in depth, evaluate and define all the
security considerations in architecture
Solid understanding of strategies for resiliency and recovery testing
Document the test design in the form of a conceptual approach which will be
used as the basis for sizing and the creation of detailed test design


